Abstract-The Installation and maintenance costs of dedicated interconnection networks for PC cluster are still expensive, and they tend to increase the specializations and complexities because they use special hardware, protocols and libraries. Especially, a great deal of time and manpower are spent in porting the existing systems to their new environment. This paper proposes a simple and portable method, PMCME, that improves the PC cluster performance only by loading the proposed module. The existing systems can easily and cheaply introduce PMCME. The basic idea is that the performance of PC clusters increases by improving the total bandwidth of the streams running concurrently on each node even if the bandwidth of each stream does not increase. PMCME performs better than IEEE802.3ad (LACP) without the LACP supported switches. LACP performance is influenced by the network parameters such as IP address or MAC address because it uses them as hash key for distribution. On the other hand, PMCME shows the stable effect regardless of them.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of multi-core processor, the computing performance increases in direct relation with the number of cores of each node. Ethernet is widely employed to interconnect PC cluster nodes because of its high costeffectiveness. Gigabit Ethernet (hereafter, GbE) is employed for low-priced PC cluster and 10G Ethernet is employed for high performance PC clusters such as data centers. Even if 10G Ethernet is employed, the computation power of multicore will overwhelm the communication performance before long. Most of the high performance networks for PC clusters adopt dedicated and expensive interconnection networks such as Myrinet [1] , Infiniband [2] , Quadrics Network (QsNet) [3] , and RHiNET [4] . They also employ specialized protocols and libraries in order to obtain full hardware performance. These dedicated interconnection hardware and protocols provide not only high bandwidth but also low latency. However, the introduction of them increases installation and maintenance costs, and imposes operation and programming complexities on developers and users. The details are described in Background section.
In this paper, PMCME (Portable method using both Multi-core and Multiple Ethernet ports) is proposed for simply improving the performance of parallel applications, which need high bandwidth, without the dedicated networks, special libraries, and protocol stacks. PMCME is simply introduced to PC clusters equipped with multiple Ethernet ports only by loading the proposed module, that is, PMCME is high portable. The existing applications can derive benefit from PMCME without any operation. Any NIC hardware and driver is available on PMCME just as it is. The basic idea of PMCME is to improve the total bandwidth of streams running concurrently on each node by distributing the streams across multiple Ethernet ports almost equally as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . When the numbers of sender ports and receiver ports are equal, the communication paths are completely divided by modifying the Ethernet destination address according to one-to-one correspondence information prepared in advance. Accordingly, the total bandwidth available for each node reaches nearly the sum of hardware performances of multiple Ethernet ports when using multicore processors. When the numbers of sender ports and receiver ports are not equal, this scheme also works using one-to-many correspondence between sender ports and receiver ports, although the bandwidth performance is limited to inferior side in numbers of ports. In addition, since a set of ports for sending and receiving between any two nodes is fixed, different set of ports can connect to separate switches. When explained using example in Fig. 1 (b) , socalled segment division, P1 port of Node 1 communicates only with P1 port of Node 2 according to correspondence information. Similarly, P2 port of Node 1 communicates only with P2 port of Node 2. The packets from P1 never reach P2. Accordingly, two groups of P1 and P2 are allowed to separately connect to different switches even if the number of ports of each group is more than two. The tremendous advantage of this connection shape is that the links between switches, which increase the latency and can cause a bottleneck, are removed. The number of modified code in the existing module is slightly 50 lines or so. PMCME is a simple approach that is stable and compatible with all existing software.
The target of PMCME is Ethernet family including 10G. This paper evaluates using Gigabit Ethernet due to lack of 10G hardware. The evaluation on 10G Ethernet will be conducted after getting hardware. In running the parallel applications using several switches, PMCME shows its full abilities because it does not need the communication links between the switches as described above.
There is IEEE802.3ad (LACP) and round-robin distribution of packets to multiple Ethernet ports are more similar to PMCME because they do not require the special hardware and protocols to improve the bandwidth. They are compared with PMCME in Evaluation section as related works.
II. BACKGROUND
Powerful networks such as Myrinet [1] , Infiniband [2] , QsNet [3] , and RHiNET [4] are also employ specialized protocols and libraries in order to obtain full hardware performance. For example, PM/Myrinet, BIP, FM, GM, and MX for Myrinet, Verbs, SOVIA, SDP, IPoIB and PM/InfiniBand for Infiniband, Elan3lib for QsNet, PM/RHiNET for RHiNET. Each time hardware is upgraded, the protocol implementations have to be also upgraded. Those implementation works are imposed only on the experts who have full knowledge of hardware. Those actual facts may result in delays in developments, instabilities, and a sense of uneasiness in users. They aim at improving not only the bandwidth but also the latency. The proposed method (PMCME) aims at improving the total bandwidth available of each node on multi-core Linux PC cluster keeping stability almost without any additional costs. The word "additional costs" above signifies not only the costs of installing and maintaining hardware but also the efforts of adapting the applications for network hardware used. In general, dedicated network is expensive and the efforts of adapting the applications to their hardware are hard. Especially, porting the existing applications to newly introduced dedicated networks cost much time and a big effort until the systems become stable. On the other hand, PMCME is introduced both by loading the proposed module for insertion between protocol stacks and NIC drivers and by only once making MAC table that describes MAC addresses of all nodes. Because PMCME achieves the improvement through slight modification in layer 2 function, the applications have no concern with PMCME, that is, can run as it is almost without paying any cost. In addition to the applications, the Linux kernel and NIC drivers are employed without any changes. Accordingly, any NIC is available on PMCME. The removal of PMCME, namely the restoration to the original environment, is easily performed by unloading the proposed module and restarting network configuration. It contributes to making a quick recovery when meeting with an unexpected obstacle. In addition, since PMCME uses TCP/IP which has been improving through many years by business use, it has an advantage in terms of stability compared to newly dedicated protocol stacks. Although original Bonding module's codes are modified for implementing PMCME, it is relatively easy to retain the stability of TCP/IP because the amount of modified codes in module is only about 50 lines and modification is needed only at the sender side.
There are many dedicated protocols and libraries exploited for improving communication performance of PC clusters using commodity Ethernet hardware, such as GAMMA [5] , MultiEdge [6] , EMP [7] , Open-MX [8] , iWarp [9] MPI/QMP [10] , GigaE PM [11] , and PM/Ethernet-HXB [12] . Their protocol also impose non standard programming for making good use of them, and they limit options for development environments since the upper layer libraries have to be developed such as MPICH for each of them. In general, the schemes, which support such applications written using the sockets API to run over their protocols without any changes to the application itself, cannot bring out their intrinsic performance adequately [13] . An enlargement of special libraries caused by supporting various hardware, such as PM/Myrinet, PM/InfiniBand, PM/Ethernet-HXB and PM/Shmem also requires the developer group a great deal of labor for maintain including support for the environment changes such as hardware and operating system upgrades. GAMMA, MultiEdge, EMP, GigaE PM, PM/Ethernet-HXB, and MPI/QMP only work on limited Ethernet NICs since they use modified NIC drivers. In addition, iWARP needs expensive Ethernet NICs specially made for them and EMP, GigaE PM, and MPI/QMP require programmable NIC. When it comes to the stability, they are outstripped by TCP/IP. For the reasons cited above, the existing systems' transition from TCP/IP to their special protocols is realistically difficult. RI2N/DRV [14] increases the bandwidth between two node using two Ethernet ports both at the sender and at receiver and using two switches, so-called segment division. The information used by the receiver are inserted as the new header between Ethernet header and IP header at the sender, that is, this method degrades versatility. In addition, because it is so hard to reorder the packets which alternately arrive at two ports, the latency performance is 25ȝs lower than the round-robin mode of the existing Bonding driver in Linux. In addition, although the existing Bonding driver originally uses the segment division for making the best use of the capacity of its round-robin mode, RI2N/DRV makes no mention of the comparison with that. RI2N/DRV also makes no mention of the performance using more than two ports. Multi-Link methods in LA-MPI [15] and Open MPI [16] offer the improvement of the bandwidth and fault tolerance function. However, they have a good effect only on the MPI applications. In addition, the user has to program while thinking the networks structures. PMCME offers the improvement to all of the applications running on TCP/IP with Ethernet, and the user can program in the same way as before.
III. RELATED WORK
This section gives overviews of IEEE802.3ad (LACP) and round-robin distribution which are similar to PMCME because they do not require the special hardware and protocols to improve the bandwidth. Strictly speaking, LACP requires LACP supported switch and NIC drivers. Since their systems are compared with PMCME in Evaluation section, the detailed comparison of three methods is described then.
A. IEEE802.3ad(LACP)
IEEE802.3ad (hereafter LACP) provides functions to control bundling of several physical ports together to form a single logical channel both for communication load balancing and for fault tolerance. LACP load balancing offers an increase in communication performance both between switches and between server and switch. The decision as to which port will be used for transmitting each packet depends on the value of hash key area of each packet header such as IP address, MAC address, or TCP port number. First, the hash value is calculated from this area with an exclusive OR, etc. Next, the port number is gotten as a remainder in dividing the hash value by the number of communication ports. Generally, almost LACP supported switches adopt the destination and source MAC address as hash key area. Only some high functional switches provide the hash area of IP address, TCP port number, VLAN id, or the other header part in addition to that. LACP mainly aims at both relieving a communication bottleneck between switches and fault-tolerant. Therefore, the policy of adopting MAC address as a hash key area works better because the communication loads of each host are distributed to multiple circuits. In applying LACP between the server and switch, it works better on client-server system because the communication loads from server to client are distributed.
B. Round-robin Distribution
The sender implementing round-robin distribution transmits the packets using multiple Ethernet ports on a round-robin basis. The sender transmits all packets on a round-robin basis in a row independent of streams that the packet belongs to. Accordingly, the multiple ports of switch receive almost the same number of packets transmitted from the sender. However, the switch forwards their packets to multiple cables connected to the receiver irregularly because all Ethernet ports of the receiver have the same MAC addresses due to specification of round-robin load balancing. The switch transmits the packet from the switch port that learns most recently the receiver's MAC address by acknowledgment packets from the receiver. The segment division is needed to get the best performance from a roundrobin distribution. The segment division requires the same number of switches as Ethernet ports. Each port of host is connected to separate switches. This connection form makes it possible for the bandwidth of one stream on Gigabit Ethernet to exceed 1 Gbps. However, a large number of SACK packets are transmitted from the receiver to the sender in order to inform frequent out-of-order arrivals of packets according to TCP standard. The frequent out-oforder arrivals of packets affect the communication performance and waste CPU power of both sides. The reason why round-robin distribution creates frequent out-of-order arrivals of packets is explained in evaluation section.
IV. DESIGN OF PMCME
The implementation of PMCME is achieved only by modifying the program code of the sender. There is no additional code at all at receiver side. Fig. 2 denotes the sending side equipped with 4 communication ports, on which 8 streams created by 4 applications are running. Whether each stream created by the applications is high bandwidth is judged by the criterion described later, but it should be noted that "high bandwidth stream" in here points the stream that has much data left in send buffer. Each of the streams regarded as high bandwidth, Stream A, C, E, F, G, and H in the figure, is allocated to specified GbE port, after that, all packets of those are transmitted from allocated port. Because the selected streams are distributed to GbE ports on a round-robin basis, the number of streams allocated to each port is approximately equal, that is, the ports are balanced in communication load. Whereas the packets of the streams not judged as high bandwidth, Stream B and D, are transmitted with all GbE ports on a round-robin basis. This scheme is the simple method to avoid flooding because each port of the switch relearns MAC addresses with ACK packets. The decision as to whether a stream is high bandwidth or not, Criterion for decision in the figure, is determined by the amount of data left on the send buffer which have not completed transmission yet. The term "complete transmission" above means having received an ACK from the receiver. Fig. 3 shows a TCP socket send buffer and related members. The snd_una, snd_nxt, and write_seq member in the figure respectively indicate the first sequence waiting for an ACK, the next sequence to be sent, and tail sequence of data copied from the user application. Creterion use the value calculated by the subtraction of snd_una from write_seq (shaded area in Fig. 3 ). If that value is larger than a certain threshold, it is regarded as a high bandwidth stream. This condition is based on the notion that the amount of data left in send buffer is directly related to the level of necessity for transmitting the packets. With a threshold value of 7000, the streams whose bandwidths are higher than about 250Mbits/s (Mbps) are decided as high bandwidth stream. So, the value of the threshold is implemented at 7000. In addition, destination and source MAC addresses of Ethernet header are modified in order to achieve communication load balancing at the receiver side too. The ports of the sender is associated with the ports of the receiver on a one-to-one correspondence basis using MAC table. According to these correspondence, the destination MAC address is replaced with the address obtained from MAC table just before transmitting the packet so that the packet is received by associated port of the receiver.
The correspondence between each stream and GbE port is managed by two tables, one of which hold the GbE port number to transmit the stream, another is used for removing old entry unused in former table. Since the number of entries of former table per GbE port is 100 at present, a hundred streams are related to one GbE port. The value can be increased, if necessary. Upward scalability is guaranteed.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of PMCME on a cluster of Linux PCs has been achieved by modifying the existing Bonding module that provides fault tolerance and communication load balancing function. When this module is loaded to system, a logical port is made, whose default interface name is bond0, and it is called master. In sending process, the protocol stacks deliver the packets to the master, consequently Bonding module is called. Several physical ports are associated with the master by tool in order to transmit the packets actually. These associated physical ports are called slave. Fig. 4 shows PMCME mechanism which allocates the particular port to each of high bandwidth streams and Table 1 denotes Port_Info table. Each packet is evaluated whether its TCP port number has already been registered to Port_Info table or not. If not, probably first time, the specified GbE port is newly allocated to its TCP port stream and the correspondence between TCP port number and allocated GbE port is registered as new Port_Info table entry. If the table has a corresponding entry, the packet is transmitted from assigned port. Because the selection of GbE ports to allocate to each stream, each TCP port number, is conducted on a round-robin basis, communication load of each port is almost balanced.
The old (probably unused) entries are removed from Port_Info hash table using Reg_Info array, in which the old hash values of the streams registered before are memorized, in order to avoid that new stream uses the old entries by mistake. Even if the old entries are in use, there is no matter, because they are registered again if needed. In cooperation with MAC address modification described next, this function achieves the improvements of the total bandwidth (the sum of bandwidths transmitted from one node) and decreases outof-order arrivals of packets in spite of employing multiple ports.
Just before transmitting the packets, both the destination and source MAC address are modified in order to achieve communication load balancing at the receiver. Let X be the GbE port number. The packets transmitted from the slave port X of the sender always reach the slave port X of the receiver. For instance, from Port 0 to Port 0, from Port 1 to Port 1 as shown in Fig. 4 . The MAC address modification to achieve above division is also implemented in round-robin load balancing function in Bonding module. Although the Round-robin mode of existing Bonding module overwrites all the slave ports' MAC addresses with the first slave's one, PMCME does not overwrite, namely each slave port keeps its original MAC address. The association between the send Figure 4 . Implementation of PMCME. port and the receive port is described in MAC table as shown in Table 2 . This table, which is empty at first, exists in the modified Bonding module, and the contents are inserted by the tool just after loading of the module. Destination node identifier in Table 2 is MAC address of the master of the destination node, which is equal to the first slave port's one, and it becomes search-key1. Destination port identifier is the consecutive number of GbE port numbered per node, and it becomes search-key2. New destination MAC address is the address to replace the original destination MAC address in Ethernet header. The combination of Destination node identifier and Destination port identifier is used to search for the entry in the table. The value of Destination node identifier can be obtained from the destination MAC address of the sending packet as it is always master's MAC address, which is the same as the first slave's address, of the destination node. The value of Destination port identifier can be obtained from the consecutive number of the send port in the sender because the port number of the sender and that of the destination node (receiver) are equal as described above. When the entry is found, the destination MAC address of the packet is replaced with New destination MAC address of the table entry except for the packets transmitted from the first slave port, that of which originally is equal to the first slave's address. The source MAC address of the packet, which is always master's one of the sender, is replaced with the original MAC address of the slave port used, which actually transmits the packet, except for the packets transmitted from the first slave port.
VI. EVALUATION
First, this section evaluates the basic communication performance, one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, manyto-many bandwidth, and latency. Second, the performance of parallel processing are evaluated using NPB benchmarks. These evaluation subsections only give the results. Then the comparisons between the evaluated systems are discussed in the next subsection.
The four systems evaluated are follows: 1. Proposed method (labeled as PMCME). 2. IEEE802.3ad (LACP) of the existing Bonding module (labeled as LACP). 3. Round-robin load balancing of the existing Bonding module (labeled as Round). 4. Normal transmission using one GbE port (labeled as 1Port). The benchmarks run on a Gigabit Ethernet cluster of 8 nodes. Each node is equipped with 2 Quad-Core Opteron 2.4GHz CPUs (8 cores a node), 16-Gbyte memory and 8 Gigabit Ethernet ports (Intel PRO/1000). The used operating system is Linux 2.6.24. Two switches, NETGEAR GSM7248R 48 ports and GS748TP 48 ports both supporting LACP, are used to connect 8 nodes, each with 8 communication lines (UTP cables). When using LACP function, both of switches and nodes employ source/destination MAC addresses based hash algorithm uniformly, both because one of the switches (GS748TP) supports only this hash and because almost switches supporting LACP use this hash as default. However, strictly speaking, GSM7248R hash algorithm includes switch port ID in addition to both MAC addresses. As shown in this example, it is difficult to uniform hash algorithm even if the switch makers are the same. The connection forms of PMCME, LACP and Round-robin system are shown in 
A. Bandwidth
The user application level bandwidth is evaluated for above 4 systems using Netperf-1.2.7 with a Ethernet frame size of 1,518bytes. The following types of bandwidth are evaluated: unidirectional, bidirectional bandwidth between 2 nodes, one-to-many (1 node to 7 nodes), many-to-one (7 nodes to 1 node), and many-to-many (each of 8 nodes to 7 nodes) total bandwidth. These bandwidths indicate the sum of bandwidths of all streams. PMCME, LACP, and Roundrobin are evaluated changing the number of processes per node 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 processes (hereafter, 1p, 2p, etc), because multi-core node generally executes multiple tasks concurrently to make good use of CPU power. Fig. 6 shows the unidirectional and bidirectional bandwidths. PMCME achieved the best performance. LACP cannot improve both bandwidths because MAC address based hash cannot achieve load balancing on one-to-one communication. In LACP, all of the packets between two nodes have the same destination and same source MAC address because all slaves of the sender and receiver have the same MAC address. Similarly, PMCME shows the best performance in oneto-many, many-to-one, many-to-many bandwidths as shown Fig. 7 ~ 9 . PMCME dramatically outperform the others in many-to-one and many-to-many bandwidth. The performance of many-to-many and many-to-one communication are essential factors when executing the parallel applications which use total exchange operations and gather operations respectively. It is highly probable that PMCME especially has a good influence on above applications. In one-to-many bandwidth, the performance of Round-robin is close to that of PMCME. Because Roundrobin distributes the packets to all the slave port on a roundrobin basis at the sender, the load balancing of the sender is achieved almost completely. A round-robin distribution is suitable for one-to-many communication such as a clientserver system.
B. Latency
The user application level latency is evaluated for above 4 systems with Netperf-1.2.7. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 10 . LACP (1 SW) and LACP (2 SW) respectively indicate the latency between two nodes connected to the same switch and that connected to separate switches interlinked by 8 ports LACP. Accordingly, the later includes the latency between the switches. PMCME achieves much better latency than LACP and round-robin. Although the latency performance of PMCME (39.4ȝs) is slightly lower than 1Port (37.4ȝs), the slight degradation doesn't matter so much because the bandwidth sensitive applications hardly communicate on a ping-pong style. In addition, another reason 1Port slightly shows a better result than PMCME is because data cache miss rate of 1Port is lower than that of PMCME, though very slight. According to the results obtained by Oprofile-0.9.3, data cache miss rate of NIC driver of 1Port and PMCME are respectively 1.09% and 1.46%. The reason is that 1Port always use only one port both for transmitting and for receiving, while PMCME usually uses two ports, one for transmitting and another for receiving. Accessing the memory related to only one GbE port improves cache hit rate as compared to accessing that of multiple ports. round-robin, which uses the most ports (8 ports), shows the lowest result (2.35%).
When considering the execution of bandwidth sensitive applications, PMCME has a good influence on the average latency because the packets waiting much longer in send buffer have priority in transmitting.
C. Parallel Processing Performance
This subsection shows the evaluation results of parallel processing performances on above 4 methods by using MPI benchmarks in NAS Parallel Processing Benchmarks (NPB) 3.3. class B. Although PMCME is widely applied to TCP/IP applications as well as MPI applications, MPI benchmarks are used in this subsection because they are used frequently by researchers to evaluate the parallel processing performance and they include massive data transfer benchmarks sufficient for evaluating PMCME. FT is benchmark solves a 3D partial differential equation using an FFT-based spectral method, also requiring long range communication. LU benchmark is a simulated CFD application that uses symmetric successive over-relaxation BT benchmark is a simulated CFD application that uses an implicit algorithm to solve 3-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations. SP benchmark is a simulated CFD application that has a similar structure to BT. The finite differences solution to the problem is based on a BeamWarming approximate factorization that decouples the x, y and z dimensions. Fig. 11 shows the rate of performance increase in FT, LU, MG, CG, IS, BT, and SP as compared with serial execution. 1p, 4p, and 8p denote that each of 8 nodes executes the benchmarks respectively with 1, 4, 8 processes. PMCME achieves the best performance for all benchmarks. In FT, MG, IS, BT, and SP, 8p of PMCME achieve a processing speed respectively 11.2, 13.8, 3.3, 18.2, and 10.6 times faster than serial execution which are 1.67, 1.56, 2.04, 1.23, and 1.26 times faster than the highest one of the other 3 methods. In LU and CG, 4p of PMCME achieve a processing speed respectively 20.1 and 5.3times faster than serial execution which are 1.33 and 1.25 times faster than the other methods. Is and FT, both of which frequently execute total exchange operation called All-to-All collective communication, are performed by PMCME much faster than the other methods. They show the best and next best level of improvements (2.04 and 1.67 times). Much improvement in many-to-many communication bandwidth by PMCME has a good influence on FT and IS. The reason why PMCME is suitable for All_to_All applications is that the number of streams created is large, more than three hundred streams at 8p in FT and IS, in addition to a large amount of data. As the number of streams increases. the performance of load balancing of PMCME also increases.
4p of LU and CG are clearly faster than 8p. In LU, 1p of 4 systems show almost the same performance and the CPU execution time per each LU process reaches over 90% of the whole execution time, that is, the idle time waiting the messages is slight. These results show the bottleneck of 1p is CPU power shortage, not communication capability
shortage. This view is also made sure by the fact that the performance when running 8 processes only on one 8-core node is almost the same as that of 1p which communicates the other nodes. Since a bottleneck is shifted from CPU power to communication capability at 4p, at where CPU execution time is about 35%, PMCME achieves distinguished increase in performance. There are two reasons why the LU performance of 8p is less than that of 4p. First, the number of transmitted and received packets at 8p is approximately 1.7 times larger than at 4p. Second, because the number of streams created by LU per node is small, 5 at 4p and 10 at 8p, the numbers of streams allocated to each port are unbalanced compared to FT and IS, which create more than a hundred streams.
Since CG conducts communication pattern of butterfly structure which is equivalent to All-reduce, the increase of processes cause the increase of butterfly structure stages, that is, the amount of communication time increase. In addition, since each process using butterfly transfers the packets to a specified destination at each stage, the number of streams created every stage is small, that is, PMCME cannot make good use of 8 GbE ports. Consequently, CG also degrades at 8p.
In FT, MG, and BT on PMCME, still more improvements (1.38, 1.14, 1.17 times, respectively) are achieved by increasing the number of processes per node from 8 to 16, which exceeds that of cores per node. This fact shows the main bottleneck of those applications are the bandwidth and PMCME can relieve those bottlenecks.
D. Comparison between PMCME and Related Works
This subsection gives an explanation for the differences of performance both between PMCME and LACP and between PMCME and round-robin. First, the advantages of PMCME against LACP are as follows:
1. PMCME does not need the switch and node both supporting IEEE802.3ad (LACP). PMCME can work with the switch only supporting a switching function, i.e. inexpensive non-intelligent switches, and with any NIC drivers not supporting LACP.
2. When using PMCME, the number and speed of available ports are not limited. On the contrary, when using LACP, the number of ports available is limited to 8 in most cases and all ports are required to be of the same speed.
3. PMCME achieves almost equal load balancing for all ports of the node regardless its environment when the number of streams exceeds that of ports. On the contrary, the performance of load balancing of LACP varies depend on the environments such as network parameters, hash algorithm types, used switch, how to connect, etc. and it is hard to achieve equal load balancing in most cases. In addition, there are cases where the performance of load balancing varies every execution since network parameters such as TCP/UDP port numbers vary every execution time.
4. PMCME does not need the communication lines between the switches as far as the number of nodes do not exceed that of ports per switch. This means the communication bottleneck between switches, which is easy to occur in high bandwidth parallel applications, can be removed.
The 3rd advantage can be explained as follows: Fig. 12 shows the ratio of packets transmitted or received by each port to total packets on FT, when using the switch supporting MAC address based hash algorithm which most switches adopt. LACP cannot divide the packets equally to multiple receiving ports. Especially, as shown Fig. 6 , LACP cannot improve one-to-one bandwidth at all. LACP assigns the same MAC address and IP address to all slave ports in order to manage as a single logical port. Accordingly, in case of one-to-one communication, since MAC address based hash algorithm in switches selects the same switch port to transmit for every packet, the node receives all packets by only one port. Even if the switches, which support the change of hash key, are procured, it is hard or impossible to find the combination to achieve equal load balancing because there are many factors which could influence the performance such as network parameters, hash algorithm implemented in used switch and NIC drivers, how to connect, etc. As an example of how to connect may be cited the fact that the performance varies depending how the nodes are divided in half in order to connect two switches because hash keys such as IP addresses change for each switch. On the contrary, as shown Fig. 13 , PMCME divide the packets almost equally regardless its environment because PMCME does not employ any parameters related to its environment. In particular, PMCME is effective for the applications that execute All-to-All communication such as IS and FT. In addition, when employing LACP, the ratio can vary every execution due to a change of the parameters adopted as hash keys. For example, in the case of using TCP port number as hash key, since these values vary every execution, the performance of load balancing varies as shown in Fig. 14 . There are the variations every execution although it is not big in this case.
The 4th advantage have already been explained in Fig.1  (b) . In addition, the ratios of the number of packets transferred by each of switch ports on FT using LACP are unbalanced and data are transferred by only 4 ports of 8 ports as shown in Fig. 15 . The above facts signify the communication lines between switches are likely to become a communication bottleneck. That is, PMCME can avoid the bottleneck between the switches even if a large amount of data are transferred in a short time.
Second, the advantages against round-robin are described as follows:
1. Round-robin causes frequent out-of-order arrivals, which waste the CPU power and communication bandwidth, and hinder the smooth data flow. Consequently, they affect the performance of parallel processing. On the contrary, in Figure 12 . Ratio of packets per port on FT using LACP. Figure 13 . Ratio of packets per port on FT using PMCME. PMCME, the out-of-order arrivals of packet are not frequent much.
2. At the receiving side on round-robin, the packets are not equally divided to receiving ports. In PMCME, the sending and receiving packets are equally divided to all of sending or receiving ports.
The 1st advantage can be explained as follows: Fig. 16 shows the total number of sending and receiving packets per second, and the number of SACK packets in it on 8p. SACK is one of TCP header options with which the receiver informs out-of-order arrival or lack of packets to the sender. A large amount of SACK packets cost the CPUs the sending, receiving and out-of-order related overheads that hinder the smooth data transfer and waste the communication capacities. In round-robin, the number of SACK becomes larger in proportion to the total packets per second as shown in Fig. 16 . The reason why round-robin load balancing creates frequent out-of-order arrivals of packets is explained using Fig. 17 . In round-robin, the packets reach the multiple ports separately, that is, the packets received by each port are not continuous. Most of high-speed NICs handling heavy traffic such as Gigabit Ethernet process several packets at a time, either on the card itself or in an in-memory DMA ring, either by the drivers based on polling or by receive interrupt moderation. This bundle processing can take a substantial amount of load off the processor. However, on the system employing round-robin load balancing, this way causes a large amount of overhead to process out-of-order arrivals of packets. In the Fig. 17 , let us assume that Packet 1 to Packet 6 continuously arrived in that order at the receiver. Assuming that port 0 receive buffer is dealt with before port 1, not only Packet 1 but also Packet 3 and 5 are delivered to upper layer, TCP/IP stack, by port 0 drivers before delivering Packet 2 and 4. Accordingly, when processing Packet 3, the out-of-order arrival is detected due to lack of Packet 2, and it is enqueued to out-of-order queue and SACK packet is transmitted to the sender to notify out-oforder. The same goes for Packet 5. Naturally, the frequency of out-of-order is higher when the bandwidth is higher. On the contrary, PMCME hardly create SACK packets, a maximum of 0.15% in MG. Since all packets of the same stream are transmitted only from a particular sender port and received only by a particular receiver port, out-of-order of packets hardly occurs.
The 2nd advantages can be explained as follows: In many-to-one communication, the bottleneck is receiving side. On the other hand, in one-to-many, the bottleneck is sending side due to the concentration of packets. shows the packets balances of round-robin at above bottleneck sides, that is, the receiving side on many-to-one and sending side on one-to-many communication respectively. Round-robin cannot relieve the bottleneck of many-to-one due to load unbalancing in receiving ports. On the contrary, the packets of the bottleneck side in one-tomany are equally divided to ports. These facts signify roundrobin is suitable for one-to-many communication such as a client/server system. Whereas, PMCME relieve both bottlenecks because communication load balancing is conducted on both sides.
E. Influence by the number of communication ports
The influence by varying the number of GbE ports of each node is evaluated. All the foregoing experiments are conducted with 8 GbE ports since LACP cannot support more than 8 ports. However, since PMCME and round-robin support more than 8 ports, their experimental results using 10 ports are reported. In addition, the results using 4 ports are reported. Note that the number of lines between switches in evaluating 4 ports of LACP is 8. The rate of increase in performance on both cases as compared to the results using 8 ports are shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 . It is clear from the results of PMCME in the two figures that the performances of FT and IS, which carry out All-to-All communication, are obviously influenced by the number of GbE ports, namely, the increase of bandwidth largely improves them. A certain extent differences in Fig. 20 except above are explained as follows: The performances of LACP generally decrease as the number of ports decrease. The performance of load balancing of LACP is originally not complete, that is, unbalanced load distribution and the existence of unused ports. In addition, because the number of ports is decreased, the performance of LACP system degrades. The performance of FT on round-robin slightly decrease because FT benchmarks are bandwidth sensitive benchmarks. On the contrary, the performance of LU on round-robin slightly increase. The number of streams in LU, 11 at 64 processes, is fairly fewer than FT, 395. LU does not require much ports. The decrease of CPU overheads due to the decreased GbE ports, in which frequent out-of-order arrivals of packets occur, have a good influence on LU because the CPU utilization rate of LU is much higher than the others.
VII. CONCLUSION IEEE802.3ad (LACP) and a round-robin distribution are similar to PMCME in terms of distributing data packets to multiple ports without the dedicated interconnection network. PMCME outperforms these methods in bandwidth, latency, and parallel processing performance. LACP performance is influenced both by the hash algorithms implemented in the switches and NIC drivers, and by the network parameters in the systems used as hash keys, while PMCME offers stable effect regardless any parameters.
